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Following a brief summary of Trubet7koy's views of
Russian word roots, a statistical analysis is Performed on a short
literary passage in seeking to examine whether all types of roots
merely coexist in modern Russian or whether there is an expansion of
certain types and a contraction of others. Results point out
statistical and semantic inadequacies in previous theory, and new
criteria for root analysis are proposel. Application of the new
theory based on synchrony and structure obtains a reduction oc the
residual group of root types derived from the sample to less than one
percent. The author concludes that for a valid linguistic
understanding of modern Fustian, a synchronic rather than a
diachronic analysis is reauired. (RL)
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Trubetzkoy, who has given an as yet unsurpassed syn-
chronical rurvey of Russian morphophonemics, was rather
irresolute in his characterization of Russian word roots.
He wrote: "In root morphemes the number of syllables is
as a matter of fact unlimited. In practice, root morphemes
of more than three syllables occur only in foreign words,
and an unusually large number of syllables in such root
morphemes is felt as an earmark of their foreign origin.
But trisyllabic raot morphemes are not rare in 'genuine'
Russian words.' He quotes as examples perepel, kolokol,
karanda, karapuz, gornostaj, skovorodka, balagan. After
pointing out some specific types of roots: rnonoconsonantal
in pronouns (k-to, Z-ego, t-o, /j-ivd/) and in u-i; those
ending in a vowel (V) in verbs (zna-t1, zre-t1), he gives up
further characterization. "Possible structural types of
root morphemes are so numerous and various that we must
abstain from illustrating them with ex,-nples."1

Trubetzkoy did not corroborate his view with any sta-
tistical data. To check up his observations I have taken as
test material the first 500 words (excluding prepositions,
conjunctions, and particles) from Bunin's Mitina ljubov'.2

OThe results of the count follow:

Structure Examples Number of words

ri CVC lie -o, <g -i> 260

8 CCVC sns_g kryg-a, drcm-at' 52

CCCVC strag-no, strel-a 3

U.,
CVCC vesn -a, verx, revn-ovat I 37

CCVCC prost-o 3

CCCVCC strast-noj 1
106
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Since consonantal clusters both before and after the
vowel in all the above cases are clusters which are regular-
ly admitted in Modern Russian and which function as simple
consonants (C) do, we can in further exposition denote by
C not only a consonant but also any ac11-nitted consonantal
cluster, and thus reduce the above 6 types of roots to one,
monosyllabic roots with a V between consonants, CVC.
Their total number is 356 (73%). Monosyllabic roots end-
ing in C but with no initial C follow next:

VC 32

VCC utr-o, art-ist, 4

VCCC ostr-yj
The small number (37 7%) may be reduced even

more because the bulk of the first number consists of spe-
cific pronominal roots on- (12x) and et- (15x), and the re-
mainder i3 formed by ta-e, which, rather, is probably
unanalyzable and is best considered as a particle. With
these cases excluded, the total would be only 5 cases, i.e.,
1%, a negligible quantity.

Roots ending in V are represented by two categories,
altogether 40 cases:

CV pod-nja-vgijsja 38

CCV pore-sta-n', po-spe-vala 2

The main body of the first figure is formed by the often
recurrent verbal root 12.y- (14x); 6 cases are represented by
the pronoun j2, and 13 by the pronominal root i-/e- (ix, im;
ego, ernu), both latter cases dubious and better excluded
from the count. If we exclude them, the total would be 21,
or 4%.

Roots devoid of V occurred only in pronouns: 35x C
( o, j, my, y, to), 6x CC (svoj, tvoj, gde; also the nu-
meral dv-enadcaty1), the total being 41 cases.

The next type of roots is disyllabic roots with same
vowel in both syllables: CVCVC (?zorog-enikaja, terem,
golds, p_corog; teper', govor-ila, podob-nye, devjat-
A).) These roots amount to 16 cases.

What remains is roots unanalyzable in terms of preced-
ing root types, thus seemingly confirming the statement of
Trubetzkoy that roots in Modern Russian are indefinitely
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variable in their structure: bul'var, 'Z'avoron-ki, trotuar,
monast-yr', vizantij-skie, oamjat-nik, kitaj-skuju, imne-
ratr-icu, bogem-u, teatr-al'nyx, pro-deklam-
irovala, maner-noe, Citamerman. This supplies us with
16 cases. The condensed summary table may be the follow-
ing:

CVC 356
VC 37 (thereof 27 pronominal)
CV 40 (thereof 19 pronominal)
C 41 (all pronominal)
CVCVC 15
Unanalyzable 16

Total 5054

There are no reasons to suppose that a count in other
texts would essentially change the picture of root types dis-
tribution, at least as long as a traditional, purely static
approach is applied as above. The question to answer, how-
ever, is whether all the types of roots found merely coexist
in Modern Russian, or whether there is an expansion of
certain types and a contraction of others. It is a question
of productiveness or unproductiveness in different root types;
of some types spreading at the expense of other types; of
those other types shrinking or losing ground. Trubetzkoy's
approach in this respect was traditional and lacked dynamics.
The Russian language, insofar as roots were analyzed by
him, was for him a pile of dead objects; for us at present
it rather is a bundle of variously directed forces. This is
not to reproach Trubetzkoy: L. the twenties and the thirties
the most important problem was to delimit synchrony from
diachrony and to establish syn6.ronical analysis as a legiti-
mate part of linguistics. Nowadays, the main problem a
scholar faces is to grasp synchrony as dynamics. This has
become possible on the basis of the achievements of Tru-
betzkoy and his generation.

And yet, one must admit that in the problem of Russian
roots Trubetzkoy was an inconsistent synchronist. He paid
tribute, unexpectedly and perhaps unconsciously, to the ad-
versary he bitterly fought. There is a great deal of the
etymologic,', i.e., historical, approach in the way he treats
Russian roots. To take one of his examples: historical lin-
guists may argue about the etymology of gornostaj 'ermine.'5

3
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But from the synchronical viewpoint, the word is a compound
with two roots, or- and stag, each of thern monosyllabic
(CVC). No Russian speaker would be able to explain why
this animal, which is not found in mountains (goral) nor
lives in packs (stajal), has such a name. Still, for Modern
Russian no reason exists to take the entire word for a mere
trisyllabic root, as Trubetzkoy did.

It appears that in such cases Trubetzkoy followed the
traditional approach to roots, i.e., of considering them as
bearers of referential meanings in words. This is true in
the sense that, inasmuch as a word has referential meaning,
this meaning is centered in the word root. Practically, how-
ever, the search for referential meaning turns out to be a
search for motivation, for what Humboldt and Potebnja called
the inner form of words. Parovoz, it says, is called so be-
cause it voz-it par-om. To see how illogical such an ap-
proach is, it suffices to compare the word with paroxod and
ask whether the words for railway engine and steam boat
could not easily be interchanged. As in many other cases,
logic is commissioned here to patch or disguise what actually
is not subject to general logic, since it follows another set
of rules, the rules of a particular system of a language in a
given time of its existence.

Hence it is crucial to establish that roots are primarily
morphemes which are to be delimited by delimiting other
morphemes, with which the roots are correlative (affixes,
endings). The roots may have referential meanings, but
they need not have them. Let us test this by an analysis of
some compounds in Modern Russian. From the point of
view of referential meaning of their components, they may
be classified in four groups:

1. Both components have clear-cut referential mean-
ings: firo-manija, foto-bakterija, psixo-analiz.

Z. Only the first component has such a meaning: disko-
bol, ikono-stas, meteoro-lit. The second component is
identifiable as far as it (1) does not belong to the first stem,
and (2) cannot be identified as a suffix, both provided that
the stress pattern of the word is that of compounds, with the
only or the main stress on the second component.

3. Only the second component has a referential mean-
ing: uni-forma, gclio- centrism, pato-genet. The first com-
ponent is identifiable as far as it (1) does not belong to the
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second stern, and (2) cannot be identified with a prefix, both
provided that the stress pattern of the word is that of com-
pounds.

4. Here we come to the compounds in which neither
root has referential meaning from the viewpoint of Modern
Russian: ippo-drom, sapro-fag, ksilo-fon. Words of this
type belong in Modern Russian to compounds primarily be-
cause they follow the structural pattern of Russian compounds
!in accentual contour, number of syllables, distribution of
vowels, unidentifiability of any part of the words with af-
fixes, etc.). This possibility is enhanced if the distribution
of the would-be roots is such that they both or at least one
of them reoccur in other words, as:

ippo-drom
ipo-teka abro-drom
ipo-xondrik palin-drom

velo-drom
saprolag

sapro-fit antrouo -fag
fito-fag. etc.

The inference of our cursory glance at the four types of
Russian compounds is that structural characteristics of the
words suffice to label these words as compounds or not and
to single out their roots; whereas characterization from the
standpoint of referential meaning is in many cases insuffi-
cient. In other words, the analysis of referential meanings
can be dispensed with for purposes of morphology. The en-
tire analysis may be based on structural characteristics
alone.

This statement, as well as the analysis of compounds
performed above, will probably not be opposed by educated
speakers of Russian (although they may frown indignantly
at the identification of /ipa-/ in ippodrom and ipoteka, ety-
mologically, of course, quite different.)6 Still, in identi-
fying words as compounds they themselves may be guided
by those scraps of acquaintance with foreign languages they
customarily possess. They will have a harder time follow-
ing the principle of structural analysis consistently applied
also to those cases in which its results would differ from
those of an etymological approach. The case of gornostaj
quoted above from and against Trubetzkoy is a still easier 5one: here both components at least have their 'extraety-
r,i,,,i,-,1 " "cvnr)Irnnirn." "rnraninos." In karaouz.
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another example of Trubetzkoy's, a "meaning" can be dis-
covered at best for the "second component" -puz.
an assertion that skovorodka and balagan, too, fit into the
structural pattern of compounds might seem quite shocking:
iskav-a-rdt-k-a/, /bal-a-g.lni. With this approach, one
horrifying from the point of view of etymological thinking
but sound and sober synchronically, either word has two
monosyllabic roots. This statement may be reversed, if
one prefers to calm down "etymologista": the tendency of
Modern Russian to have predominantly monosyllabic roots
results in historically arbitrary breaking down of longer
and otherwise unidentifiable morphemes into "arbitrary"
roots.

Quite a few words with etymologically polysyllabic roots
in the Modern Russian vocabulary actually function as com-
pounds. I have excerpted material for this article exhaus-
tively from several pages of Avanesov and OIegov's diction-
ary.7 Some, more noticeable, examples follow, hyphenated
after their linking vowels (it would be impossible to quote
all of them): kande-ljabr; kani-fas, kani-for, kanni-bal;
kanti-lena; kara-bin, kara -van, kara-vella, kara-ga, kara-
katica, kara-mel'; karda-mon, kardi-nal; karia-tida; kata-
vasija, kata-komby, Icata-lana, kata-log, kata-rak-ta,
kata-strofa, kata-fallc, kate-gorija; kaca-vejka; kaga-lot
(cf. kage-var I); kolo-grnat,..': koRe-dan; kombi-nezon;
kae-yrjaIit'sja, koe-ryi-ka; koSe-nil'; krino-lin; kuro-
lesit'; labo-ratorija; laza-ret; lapi-da-rnyj; lati-fundija;
lejko- cit; leo-pard; mago-metanin; mada-polam; mani-kjur,
mani-fest; mara-fonskij.; meri-dian, meri-nos; metro-nom;
mecco-tinto; mina-ret, mine-ral, minne-zinger; mira -bel',
etc. In some of these words our breakdown coincides with
the etymological one; in most it does not. In either case it
is based on synchrony and disregards etymology.

The same principle applies to the delimitation of roots
and suffixes. it is well known that in Modern Russian some
words are marked out by suffixes, although etymologically
they are loan-words and in their originri languages did not
have any suffixes or at least not these suffixes. It suffices
to refer to such words of Turkic origin as armjak, argamak,
also (if Turkic,too) kabluk, etc. On the other hand, no one
can deny a tendency to single out "suffixes" in recurrent
post-root parts of numerous loan-words recently borrowed.
Vinogradov speaks in such instances of "little-tangible"
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(maloosjazateVnye) suffixes, e.g., -z, -zis (analiz, genezis),
of suffixes "with various objective meanings" like -ing (blju-
ming, mitirgi etc.).8 His observations, vague and "little
tangible" as they are, do grasp some of the reality of Mod-
ern Russian. That they contradict the traditional methodology
seeking for "meanings" in both roots and suffixes is of no
importance. In these phenomena the same tendency of Mod-
ern Russian to have roots according to its own pattern, i.e.,
predominantly monosyllabic, manifests itself. If one dares
to divide bljuming into the root bljum- and the suffix -ing,
both devoid of any clear-cut referential meaning, one must
be bold enough to tackle in the same way morphological analy-
sis of such words as, e.g. kug-ak, bag-k-a, kuvg-in, log
ad, kurg-an, end-ov-a, etc. The corresponding selected
material from Avanesov and Wegov is: kar'-er-a, mad-er-a,
man.er-a; kat-et, kast-et, kvart-et, kok-et-k-a, kol-ct,
kors-et (cf. kors-a.i), lane-et, laf-et, levr-et-k-a, ljun-et;
mak-et, rnanV.-et-a, mugk-et; kort-e; kastr-at, kvadr-at,
karb-on-at (cf, karb- ol- ov -yj), leg-at, magn -at, mand-at,
mul-at, musk-at; kat-er, kvak -er, kern-er, kol-er, krat-
cr, krejs-cr, krejc-er, kap-er, karc-er, makl-cr, mist-er;
kart-of-ell (cf. kart-og-k-a; cf. kog-el'), kart-eV, karus-el',
kaf-el', krend-el', makr-c11, rnuf-el; kaps-ul-a, '

kastrj-ulj-a; komm -un -a, lag-un-a, Ijad- un -k -a, etc.
It is more difficult to speak about purely "structural"

prefixes. Prefixes in Modern Russian are much more limited
in number than suffixes are, and more often (though not al..
ways, by far) have spatial connotations, i.e., a type of refer-
ential meaning. Nevertheless, it is possible to observe that
in a sense "meaningless," "structural" prefixes seem to be
penetrating Modern Russian more and more. The most typi-
cal series is that of karn-, kon-, and ko-. The following
morphological breahings down are possible: korn-bin-ir-ova-
t', kom-pens-ir-ov-at', knm-plekc-ij-a, kom-plim-ent; kon-
dens-ator, kon-die -ionn-yj, kon-dukt-or; ko-sck-ans, ko-
sin-us, ko-tang-ens, ko-bffic-ient, also ko-mmut-acii-a,
and, further, ka-ni-a, ko-lenk-or, ko-libri, ko-
llektiv. Some "native" Russian words may be considered
in the same way: ka-pust-a, ko-leb-a-t', ko- ten -o, ko-les-o,

ko-ly_rn-ag-a.9 IC this is acceptable a next step
maybe taken, and the words of the type kajuta, kotillon,
kosmetika may bp divided into ka-lut-a, ko-till-on, ko-smet-
ik-a. Do they function so? Can this principle be applied to
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such cases as *ia-voron-ok? go- sud -ar'? I prefer to leave
this an open question until a more detailed analysis has been
performed.

So far we have dealt with monosyllabic roots. The in-
troductory material excerpted from Bunin also contains di-
syllabic roots of the type CVCVC with the same vowel in
both syllables. Historically speaking, they go back to pleo-
phony (golov-a, korov-a) or to loan -words from Turkic Ian.
guages with their vowel harmony (bazar, turusy). In the
first category the middle consonant was r or 1, in the second,
any one. The originally pleophonic roots of the type golov-a
bridged the gap between the monosyllabic and disyllabic roots
in that that they followed the same stress pattern (golov,
acc. g6lovu like nom, acc. ndgu). On the other hand, through
originally pleophonic words with stable stress (type kor6va),
ties were established with numerous loan-words with immov-
able stress. Another bridge was created here by alternations
of the type zamor6zit',zamorAnvatt, nakol6tit,nakoldZivati
(/-aro- /-alo- which spread pleophony
beyond o and e groups, to which it originally had been re-
stricted. Thus, roots of the type CVCVC, which we can
label as structurally pleophonic, have entered the pattern of
Modern Russian morphology, although statistically they are
far behind the monosyllabic roots.

In assimilating structurally unfamiliar roots Modern
Russian uses structural pleophony broadly. The following
words are or may be analyzable so: kanat, kanon, karasl,
karat, katar, kokon, kokos, kolob, kolonn-a, koloss, komar,
kotor-yj, kaan, kre&t, ladan, lobed -a, lebed', lemex,
mal'ar-a, major, inakak-a, mammon-a, mamont,
maral, mesjac /m'6-s'ic/, metis im'ittfs/, mur_ug-ij, nabat,
navag-a, vesel-yj, etc.

Both structural pleophony and suffixation are employed
in karan-da?5, karan-tin, kara.-un, kator-g-a,
keren-k-a, koka(i) -in, kokar-d-a, kokot-k-a,
kollokv-ium, kolon-ij-a, koman-d-a, kotorn -k -a, koer-g-a,
lavan-d-a, legen-d-a,
lepest-ok, rnagaz-in, majon-ez, malax-it,
marnal-yg-a, rnanat-k -1, marak- ova -t', mecen -at, rneHer-
jak, etc.

It is still to be clarified whether the roots with conso-
nantal clusters between the two identical vowels may be con-
sidered as pleophonic in the above sense, such as kandal-y_,
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kanton, karman, kaskad, kaftan, ketmenl, koldob -in -a,
komnat-a, mandol-in-a, mansar-d-a, margan-ec, mugmul-
a, na- bekren'. Such structures seem rather to tend to be
broken down into monosyllabic roots and "suffixes."

Singling out familiar roots by means of "arbitrary"
compounding, suffixation, "pleophonizing," and, probably,
prefixation are typical procedures of Modern Russian mor-
phology. By applying them, the language in most cases suc-
ceeds in making its words really Russian. Only a negligible
quantity of words defies this internal reshaping. In many
cases such words do not become a part of the active vocabu-
lary. They mostly remain erudite and/or designate remote
and foreign notions.

If now, with this experience, we return to the words
from Bunin which have previously escaped our morphological
analysis, we shall be able to reduce essentially the "insolu-
ble residue." The words bultvar, trotuar, Kitaj, bogema,
manera, unnat' yield the "synchronical suffixes" -ar, -uar,

-em, -er, -in. The root in monas-ty_2 proves to be
"synchronically pleophonic," and so probably does the root

in narnjatnik /pgrntit-dik/.1° If we admit consonantal clusters
in this type of roots between the two vowels, we can add the
word imper-atr-ic-a. The word 'Z'avoronok would be analyz-
able by dint of "synchronical prefixation." The residue,
then, is reduced to four words: vizantijskij, teatrallnyj,
prodeklamirovat', Cimmerrnan, less than 1% of all words,
two of them, in addition, foreign proper names."

While tending to reshape words with unfamiliar morpho-
logical structure according to usual patterns, Modern Rus-
sian in certain cases retreats before the overwhelming num-
ber of the new-type words and, albeit grudgingly, admits
new samples. The most characteristic example is compounds
without linking vowels, with two roots connected loosely or
by a parasitic consonant between them which, then, begins
functioning as a linking consonant. Examples of the first
type may be kapell-diner, kanell-majster, kvartir-majster,
kvint4ssericija, kager-ban, kolon-titul, kolon-cifra, kol'd-
krem, kran-balks, krem-soda, land-Xturrn, lejb-Rvardija,
lejt-motiv, lend-lord, liumpen-proletariat, mizan-scena,
Eijuzik-xoll; of the second type, rarer: land-s-knext, inetra-
n -pal, tretr -d-oter, Xtab- s- kpitan.

This foreign sample has been supported by native ab-
breviated words in which the first component ends in a

9
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consonant (kolxoz, lekpom, mestkom) and by rare Russian
native compounds without linking vowel which go back to ap-
positions or petrified expressions (meg-ryba, mir-volit').
At present, compounds without linking vowel in Russian are
numerous enough and characterized sufficiently to become,
in their turn, the basis for synchronical. decompositions.
The following words may serve as examples of the latter:
karam-bol', kar-bjurator, kar-niz, kar-teg', kver-?;lag,
kok-sagyz, kok-tejl', kol' -rabi, krax-mal, krep-de gin, land -
taft, lev-koi, man-tissa, mund-gtuk, etc.

The would-be compounds with stress on the potential
linking vowel are not so well established. Historically they
wore represented by three words, kiki-mora, karg-mora,
karS-kulja, exceptional because of their affectivity, accord-
ing to Trubetzkoy." In our days the type has increased: cf.
karS-kur, metS-fora and, in particular, numerous words in
-;raf, -log, -metr, -bdr, -liz which shifted their stress
from the last syllal,le during the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries (ge6-graf, krimin6-log,lakt6-metr, tetrS-dr,
katS-liz). Whether it means that -graf, etc., are being
transformed into suffixes," or that virtually that type of
compounds spreads, remains unclear. Fo far, it is more
prudent not to consider this type as actively participating in
decompositions which characterize words in Modern Russian,
although it could ffer a solution for several otherwise unan-
alyzable cases (kanfkuly, mux6rtyj, namgdni).

With all ocher procedures of decomposition applied, the
unanalyzable residue in the material excerpted Lon, Avane-
sov and OXegov is insignificant. In relation to the total num-
ber of words excerpted bout 4000) it makes less than
0.5 %.14 Mostly ese are disyllabic words with different
vowels in the two syllables: karel, kolumb-arij, k6mpas,
k6mpleks (korn- banal,/ functions here as a prefix because it
is accented), kostjurn, lament-acila, Taring -it, latun',
letarg -ija, 1 jumin lazur', madrig -al, rnaksim -
arnyj, makul-atura, manZ4vr, merkant-irnyj, mikrob, rnusul'm-
anin. Other words .ontradict the Russian pattern because they
admit two vowels not separated by a consonant: kauz- al'nyj,
kaup-er, kaust-ik, kaug-uk, krea:-. ra, kreol, laur -eat,
luiz-it, made-muaz-el'. A few words are close to compounds
but cannot enter the tv7-,.: because /uf, and not /a/, is used
in the place of a linkir ; vowel: manu-skript, rnanu-fakt-ura.
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If we set aside this negligible amount it may be said that
all non-pronominal roots in Modern Russian have the struc-
ture CVC, VC, CV, or CVCVC, C denoting a consonant or
an admitted consonantal cluster, and V, a vowel, the same
if repeated.

The objection of non-uniqueness of the suggested solu-
tions may be raised. Indeed, in certain cases the same
word can be analyzed in two, or even more, various ways.
Thus, e.g., partly returning to the examples already used,
balagan may be analyzed as a compound bal-a-Ran, or as a
pleophonic stem + a suffix: balag-an; kanonada as a com-
pound kan-o-nad-a or as a pleophonic root + a suffix: kanon-
ad-a; accordingly, kar-o-tel' or karot-el': min-a-ret or
minar-et; and with possible prefixation: kompr -o -miss or
kom-pro-miss, etc. One may say that after eliminating the
criteria of referential meaning the structural distribution
alone has necessarily led to ambiguity. So the conservatives
in art say that the elimination of "normal objects" from ab-
stract painting opened it to daubers and confused all former
value criteria.

It is not my purpose here to defend abstract art, if it
should need a defense. As to the non-uniqueness of morpho-
logical analysis suggested here, this is, in my opinion, rath.
er a theoretical advantage, while for practical purposes non-
uniqueness can be easily avoided. To begin with the second:
the only thing required in order to have unique and unambig-
uous results of morphological analysis is to agree on the
hierarchy of approaches employed. If a gradation is set in
which, say, compounding has preference, and suffixation,
alone or with pleophony, is given second place, there will
be no doubt that, say, balagan is to be treated as a com-
pound. The hierarchy may be more elaborated with many
"if's." In any case this is a matter of practical efficiency,
and is feasible. It may be recalled, incidentally, that with the
traditional semi-etymological and semi-structural approach,
instances of ambiguity or of impossibility of decision were
frequent, too. It was not easy to say without hesitations
whether the root in komnata i komn- or komnat-, whether
or not komar contains a suffix -ar, where is the root in
koevrja/it'sja, etc. Thus, neither approach yields unam-
biguous and ultimate decisions for all cases. The diCerence
between the two does not lie in this.
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It lies in the fact that, with the traditional semi -etymo-
logical approach, solutions were non-unique and arbitrary.
With the purely structural approach, as suggested here,
they are also non-unique but no longer arbitrary, in the
sense that their vacillations reflect vacillations of the Rus-
sian language itself. It is not the linguist who does not know
which of the two possible decompositions of, say, kanonada
is preferable, but the Russian language. If synchrony is an
incessant, permanent conflict of variously directed forces
emerging from the system itself, this conflict is the reality
of the language. Only that method is adequa:e which is able
to grasp this conflict. in our case, Modern Russian strug-
gles towards a specific structure of root through the flood of
the extremely heterogenious (in this respect) linguistic ma-
terial. Often it only gropes toward the solution. There is
nothing surprising in the fact that frequently several solu-
tions are grasped at simultaneously because no one satisfies
completely and because, in this case, to use the expression
with a grain of salt, the ends justify the means.

Many pehnomena of Modern Russian corroborate our ob-
servations. Let us take a glance of two of them: children's
language and stress shifts.

When a Russian child decomposes the words 2tazerka
and taburetka into eta Zerka and to buretka," it is not only
because the initial syllables of the two words sound like the
demonstrative pronouns Ztot and tot. No native speaker
would decompose, say, the gen. sg. btaia into tta Yia or,tos-
ka into to ska, for the simple reason that /.a. and ska would
contradict the rules regulating the structure of Russian word
root; whereas the separation of 2ta and to from ta'Z'erka
and taburetka makes the new "roots" of the two words ex-
actly fit into the familiar pattern CVC bur-et-k-a).

Many other "word mutilations" recorded from Russian
children also reveal a keen feeling for root structure. In
vazelin, kompress, ventiljator, kskavator the extensions of
the roots are obscure: vaz- or vazel-, kompress, or komp-
or -press, etc. 7 When Russian children rearrange these
words in mazelin, mokres, ventiljator, peskovator (uk.
22, 23, 25) this is not only to introduce compr'hensible
root morphemes ("motivation") but also to attain a root
morpheme with normal structure and clear boundary of the
type CVC (maz-elin) or CVCC (mokr-es, vert-iljator, peak-
ovator). This is a kind of folk etymology. But the gist of
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any folk etymology, against the widespread opposing view,
is primarily to adjust roots or "roots" to familiar samples
and, only as a matter of secondary importance, to interpret
words semantically. This is whya generally known fact
so many folk etymologies are devoid of any logical connec-
tion with the main notion designated by the word. Profoss
became proxvost in Russian not because police inspectors
had tails (xvost 1) but because the morphological set of pro-
foss is unclear, whereas it becomes ideally lucid in pro-
xvost. Many puns deliberately created by writers in princi-
ple are a sort of folk etymology, as well. They, too, reveal
fine feeling for morphemes, in particular for root structure.
When Leonov makes one of his characters sarcastically
change ortodoksy into vertodoksy," it means that presence
of the two roots ort- and -doles was "felt" in the original
word, though they have no referential meaning within Rus-
sian. In 1111 and Petrov's pun transforming Savonarola into
Savanorylo (Kak sozdavalsja Robinzon) a word which was
amorphous in Russian morphology is given its morphological
form by introducing "roots" of familiar structure CVCVC
(savan-) and CVC (ryl-). The comic effect is produced by
the conflict between the now so transparent morphological
set-up and the striking nonsense in the combination of the
referential meanings.

Substitutions in children's language, folk etymology,
and puns are, however, on the margins of linguistic develop-
ment and functioning. They prove that "feeling" for root
structure does exist in Modern Russian, but they do not
essentially affect the development of Russian. This effect
is tangible in the sphere of stress, especially of stress in
foreign words. In Russ:an linguistics, the stress in loan-
words is usually accounted for by the source of borrowing.
Such is, for instance, the most recent attempt in this do-
main, made by Bulaxovskij.17 But no one has as yet suc -
ceeded in explaining Russian stress in loan-words from this
viewpoint alone, and Bulaxovskij, too, has failed. This is
not an ind;..-idual failure but a failure inherent in a fallacious
method. Once adapted by Russian, foreign words start ad-
justing to the Russian set of morphemes, and their actual
accentuation is a compromise between the original one and
that being imposed by the morphological patterns of Russian.
Bulaxovskij in his article time and again notes discrepancies
between the stress of a word in its originx1 language and in

1 :3
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Russian. Sometimes he even gives explanations for stress
shifts from the Russian morphological system, e.g., evnux
becoming tevnux under the influence of k6njux, kgu&ik changed
to kaunik as affected by Russian words in -dk, tfun replaced
by thin according to Russian words in -tin, nroffl' having be-
come pr6fil' because it was originally feminine and, thus,
found itself in the type pr6past', pr6rub', etc. But actually
these shifts of stress are not only induced from one word or
a group of words, but depend chiefly on decomposition of
foreign words into morphemes shaped according to the re-
quirements of Russian morphology. The shift of the stress
in evnux, kau&ik, tiun signals that new, Russian, roots have
arisen in these words: evn-, kau6-, ti-, Russian in the sense
that they follow the structuring patterns of Russian morphol-
ogy.

In many more cases Bulaxovskij admits that he is unable
to explain shifts of stress. Some of these cases are perfect-
ly clear from the point of view suggested in this article. Let
us analyze briefly a part of these instances. Turkic loan-
words should have final stress, but the words bakal6ja, bak-
16ga, vatka, kibftka deviate. Finnish loan-words are bound
to have initial stress, but the words salgka, pelimeni deviate.
The words krakovjgk, temljgk, pasterngk, *iiupgn, rydygn,
maljgr, stoljgr do not follow the penultimate stresr of their
original language, Polish. The Greek words avtomet, av-
toxten, aksi6ma, giacInt, gipoteutiza, gippopotgm, kagt.in,
krgter, mavzolgj, medliza are expected with different stress-
es: avternat, avt6xton, akstoma, giScint, gipotenuza, gippo-
p6tam, kggtan, krater, mavz6lej, meduza. The English
words 12judgct, komfort, reporter acquired an inappropriate
final 'tress (Bul. 8-15). All these "deviations" make no
difficulties if explained from the system of Russian. They
follow the familiar pattern of stress in suffixed words or
compounds: bakal6ja like assambleja, galereja, axin6ja;
baklitga, vatSga like dvornjka, sotnjSga; 18 kibftka like nallv-
ka, rCestjenka, maslignka {Ak. 247); sal-Sk-a like kusgka,
rubSka; perm-en' as'plctenr, kisteni; krak-ovi-gk, ternlj-Sk,
pastern-gk like kostjgk, krugljgk, poroZnIgk {AR. 237); gup-
gn, rydv-gn, kagt-gn like stakgn, bujgn, velikgn: cf. also
karmgn, kaltjgn, etc.; giac-fra like incident, koWicient,
diktgnt (Vinogradov, 110); gipoten-dz-a, mad -dz-a support-
ed indirectly by the type skuI'phira, korrektilra, literatUra
(Ak. Z06), in its turn supported by a series of the native
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suffixes of the type Jul' -a/, -ug-a Zinliga) with
the same stress pattern; krgt:er like kilter, kreiser, nigk-
ler: cf. sever, vner, ggber; biusriet like kiset, beret,
lafet; report-Cr, brettn-, ba3n6r, kioskUr, uxatr (Ak.
226);" avt-o-mgt, avt- o -xt6n, gipp-o-potgm, mavz-o-lej,
aks-i-lima have joined the pattern of compounds; corn -flirt
singled out the prefix and, consequently, the stress was to
be shifted to the newly found root.

Other cases are more delicate and require a subtler in-
dividual treatment. The shift of stress in sliffiks, prefiks
(Bul. 14) from the final syllable probably means that -iks in
both words obtained the status of a suffix, so that from the
point of view of Modern Russianhorribile dictuthe roots
are now /suf-/ and /pr'ef -/. Originally the opposition be-
tween the two words was expressed by their prefixes pre-
and suf-. Since for Russian it was not spatial these mor-
phemes were not motivated as prefixes and would become
parts of roots. These roots, however, did not fit the Rus-
sian morphological pattern. By assigning the common final
part of the words -iks to be a suffix (cf. alSo kodeks, indeks)
the new acceptable roots have been obtained. The stress
shift only sealed the morphological reconstruction of the two
words.

Bulaxovskij (14) is amazed by the final stress in fistula`,
which is neither Latin nor Italian (both stress the initial syl-
lable). There is no suffix -ul-g in Modern Russian, Appar-
ently the word was affected by the whole category of feminines
denoting spatial notions. They have the same number of syl-
lables, the same structure of both root and "suffix," and
always the final stress; glubing, tolning; girotg,
vysotg, dolgotg; prjamizng, krivizng, levizng." Fistula
meaning span of an "abnormal hollow passage from an ab-
scess, cavity or hollow organ to the skin,* etc., fitted well
into this type of Russian words both morphologically and
semantically.

While here semantics aided morphology, despot (Bul. 12)
shifted its stress from the fir ..1 syllable despite its semantic
aloofness from the words with the suffix -ot /-at/ (groxot,
rokot, topot, xoxot); and the same category was inducing in
the case of the early 19th century klimSt becoming kittnat
( /kl'Im-at/) (Bul. 13). In the case of at6m transformed rela-
lively recently into £tom the crucial role tell to avoiding the
possible decomposition of at6m into Gat- 6m> with an
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embarrassing pseudo-prefix of -.
Reasons for the greater part of stress shifts in foreign

words of Modern Russian lie in how the corresponding words
are or tend to be broken down into morphemes in Modern
Russian, and this is conditioned by the regularities in Mod-
ern Russian itself, disregarding the real history of the words
and their morphological make-up in the languages of their
origins. Moreover, Russian morphology is responsible not
only for shifts of the stress. If the stress preserves its
original place it is again, as a rule, the st 7ucture of Modern
Russian which dictates it not less than the n-A,)mentum of the
usage in the lending language. In Bulaxovsk:;'s material
this is obvious in the cases in which Latin, which supplied
Russian with the words in question, had couble stress in the
paradigm: p6rtioportienis, mIssiornissidnis; referens
referentis, inskirgensinsurgentis (But. 14). In the first
type Russian accepted the stress of the nominative (Orcija,
missija), in the second that of the oblique cases (referent,
insurgent), because these stresses corresponded exactly
to the "rules of play" in Russian."

In the words postulgt, degenergt, original, intellekt,
kreatdra, menztlra, kddeks, according to Bulaxovskij, 13,
Russian has preserved the place of stress as it was in Latin.
This seems true, but actually one must ask: Has Russian
really preserved the old stress place because it so was in
Latin or because it suited its own system? One may compare
postulgt, degenergt with soldgt, bulgt, Xpaggt, kastrgt,
limongt (so in the early 18th century); the underlying Russian
stratum may be seen in the adjectival type borodgt, volosgt,
perngt. For original see met.1.11, kapitgl, kardingl, gakg1.
Words in -kt, -nt, -st could have found support in Russian
adjectives in -ist, -ast: gorfst, reZfst, kamenfst, etc. For
kreatilra, etc. , cf. the type devnfra, etc. In the light of
what has been said, the answer will be that the main forces
at work here were those of Russian itself, whereas inertia
of the original accentuation could at best have played a sub-
ordinate and auxiliary role. Paradoxically, one could say
that the stress place in postulgt is Russian in spite of the
fact that it coincides with the stress place in Latin, in this
word.

The material of children's language, folk etymology,
and distribution of stress, even in those scarce examples
which have been cited here, shows that morphemic
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decomposition in Modern Russian based on the Russian pat-
tern of roots (as well as other morphemes) is a reality, and
not a fiction of theoretical linguistics. It is often not easy
for the language to adapt the variegated and heterogeneous
material which tends to inundate it. By hook or by crook
the Russian language tries to reshape this non-accommodated
matter and make it submit to the rules which characterize
Modern Russian. This permanent conflict constitutes the
gist of the morphological status of Modern Russian consid-
ered synchronically. For synchrony is development, and
not the eternal peace of a linguistic cemetery.

The structure of the Russian root from the viewpoint of
dynamic synchrony has never been studied. In this rather
informally written article many problems could only be
touched, some of them only raised. Exhaustive treatment
would require much more space. Preparatory studies are
necessary. My purpose has been to turn attention to these
questions and to show the most important aspects of the
problems involved, not to give definitive solutions.
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